
 

Medical Care Advisory Committee  

Minutes of July 15, 2021 
 

Participants  
Committee Members (via phone)  
Jessie Mandle (Chair), Michael Hales, Stephanie Burdick, Jenifer Lloyd, Christine Evans, Luis Rios, Muris Prses for Dale Ownby, Brian 
Monsen, Adam Cohen, Nate Checketts, Gina Tuttle, Michael Jensen, and Jennifer Marchant and Mary Kuzel.  
 

Committee Members Absent  
Dr. Robert Baird, Joey Hanna, Dr. Cosgrove, Pete Ziegler, and Alan Ormsby  
 

DOH Staff (via phone) 
Emma Chacon, Tonya Hales, Eric Grant, Brian Roach, Dave Lewis, Greg Trollan. Jeff Nelson, Jennifer Meyer-Smart, Jennifer Strohecker 
John Curless, Josip Ambrenac, Krisann Bacon, Laura Belgique, Matt Lund, Matt Ohrenberger, Michelle Smith, Dorrie Reese, and Sharon 
Steigerwalt. 
 

Guest (via phone) 
Allison Spangler, Andrew Riggle, Ashley Svenson, Becky Gonzales, Billy Hesterman, Caitlin Schneider, Carol Leonard, Ciriac Alvarez, 
Courtney Bullard, Daniel Cheung, Devki Saraiya, Emily Means, Jeannie Edens, Jesse Liddell, Joni Nebeker, Julie Ewing, Kate Bradshaw, 
Kimberly, Linthicum, Kory Holdaway, Kristeen Jones, Leigha Rodak, Matt Hansen, Michael Allred, Michelle Jenson, Mickae Lee, Nate 
Cripps, Robert Hall, Russell Frandsen, Ryan Westergard 
 

Approval of Minutes: 
The June 16, 2021 and July 15, 2021 MCAC minutes will be approved at the August meeting.    
 

FY2023 Budget Recommendations Discussion & Vote: 

MCAC Voting Ballot 
15Jul2021.pdf  

 
Jessie Mandle stated that once our votes are tallied and prioritized Emma and the Department of Health take these into consideration 
and will move them up through the budget decision making channel.  This is a small step, I encourage you to reach out to members of 
the Department of Health, and others to discuss your priority items further because this is a long budget making process. 
 
Emma Chacon stated that the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget provides us a list of budget guidelines for this up coming year.  
We will take into consideration the votes from The Medical Care Advisory Committee. There may be some other items that the 
Division has identified as well.  The Division will submit recommendations to the Department, this year there will be a joint list of 
recommendations between the UDOH and DHS, they will send recommendations to the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget, 
then ultimately, we will wait and see what ends up in the Governor’s budget, which is usually released in mid-December.  However, if 
your particular item is not listed in the Governor’s budget you can still work with legislators to see if you can get them to 
independently make a request to support an appropriation or put together a bill with a fiscal note to support the particular item that 
you are advocating for.  There are several different avenues that you can go through to get support for a request. 
 
Jessie Mandle asked if the Division could share the final list of requests submitted to the department in a future MCAC meeting. 
 



 

Committee Member Update: 
Communication Committee Update on Member Letters 
Muris Prses mentioned that they have had conversations with the Department of Health, and this is something that they have 
collaborate on.  We agreed that there is no such thing as a perfect notice, unfortunately. The simpler we can make them the better, 
we want customers to read and to understand them.  If there is any feedback send it to the two of us and we can appropriately take 
action on those.   
 
Jessie Mandle asked if there is a way to maybe have a separate meeting to go through some of the letters in more depth.  
 
Muris Prses mentioned that we are always willing to meet to listen to your feedback.  I don’t have any opposition if you have 
something you would like to discuss with us, we will be willing to engage in that conversation. 
 
Jessie Mandle stated that would be great. Gina sent some really helpful feedback as well.   
 
Gina Tuttle stated that she would like to be on that group.  One of my goals here is to make sure our members are able to read the 
letters appropriately, and to feel confident and what they need to do in return at a degree. 
 
Muris Prses stated I don’t want to be launching any kind of a committee at this point.  However, what I feel comfortable in doing, if 
you have any feedback we should be able to sit down with you and discuss whatever those suggestions might be.  
 
Emma Chacon stated Muris if you are okay we would be happy to facilitate setting up a meeting to gather the feedback. 
 
Muris Prses stated thank you for taking the lead on that, if I am unable to attend, I will have someone attend on my behalf. 
 
Stephanie Burdick asked when we give feedback, what is the mechanism to track that, and let us know that it is implemented or 
considered. 
 
Muris Prses mentioned as far as the implementation piece, I think having a meeting rather than just writing an email you have a 
conversation about whether or not this could be implemented.  We should be able to give you an idea of when that is going to be 
developed, and we can follow-up from there. 
 
Emma Chacon mentioned we could consider facilitating a meeting, we just need to gather the feedback and we will take a look at it 
and determine what we can get done.  We can come back to this group with an update on the analysis. 
 
Stephanie Burdick mentioned I heard that there is consideration in changing eRep and using a different software is that true or just a 
rumor. 
 
Muris Prses mentioned in the past year we have transitioned into the current software application and that is what we have been 
using for the last 8-months, but we have no plans to make additional changes and make any major overhauls.  
 
Jessie Mandle stated just to make sure I have our next steps correct, Medicaid is going to help facilitate a meeting around the 
communications specifically the wording in the letters and the communications that goes out to members.   
 
Emma Chacon mentioned it depends on where the wording is in the letter, because some of it is in text boxes that are easily 
adjustable, whereas, others are set text that might take programming.  At least we could look at those specifics and determine what 
can be done.   
 
Muris Prses stated I don’t think we need to stifle the conversation with any restrictions at this point, your suggestions will be 
considered accordingly, and if there are roadblocks in the way we can certainly discuss those as well.  
 
Jessie Mandle stated I hope we can get this information before our next MCAC meeting.   Then you can provide updates at the August 
MCAC meeting. 



 

 
Emma Chacon stated that would be my hope, but I am going to be realistic, folks from the Department of Health, are very involved in 
these consolidation discussions, we will do our best to try to schedule something before the next MCAC meeting, but it might be at 
the September meeting before we can give an update. 
 
Jessie Mandle stated if you want to be part of that subcommittee please put your name in the chat or shoot Sharon and I an email.  
 

Enrollment and Expansion Discussion: 
Jeff Nelson discussed Eligibility Enrollment and Expansion 
 
The documents which were presented are embedded in this document 

Medicaid Trends.pdf Expansion 
Report_20210707.pdf  

 
Questions: 
Leigha Rodak asked if we are able to communicate to members to complete their renewal, but maybe they completed their renewal 
3-6 months ago, is there any communication efforts being made to the eligibility workers to tell them, you don’t have a review due, to 
accept that, instead of turning them away.   
 
Jeff Nelson mentioned that one of the points they talked about in our meeting today, was what training do we give to DWS eligibility 
worker so they know how to handle this change report as soon as it comes out.  The hardest part is not knowing when the PHE will 
end, if we had that information then we could put things into place. Right now, we are trying to make a plan without having a begin 
date for the plan.  However, we do know that there are other pieces we have to wait until 30, 60, or 90-days until after the PHE ends. 
 
Stephanie Burdick asked if we are able to do any advertising that goes out about this.  
 
Jessie Mandle stated that she was going to ask the same question.  There was some outreach funding that was recently allocated.  
 
Emma Chacon stated yes, at a minimum we could do that.  It seems like traditional advertising doesn’t necessarily work as well as 
social media does, so we can work on getting something out there on social media to get the word out more, if you have some 
suggestion we would love to talk about that more.  Maybe in that communication meeting we can talk about some suggestions.  
 
Jessie Mandle asked do you know when you will be looking at the plans for that. 
 
Emma Chacon mentioned that there was a meeting scheduled, but unfortunately, we had to reschedule it.  But we should be able to 
give you an update at the August meeting. 
 
Courtney Bullard asked in the zero FPL portion of this graph, expansion w/o dependent children are there possibly some individuals 
that are TAM eligible that we don’t know are TAM eligible or these only defiantly only expansion eligible people? 

Jeff Nelson mentioned that he would have to defer to Brian on that exact answer on this, but there are some folks who start with us 
on TAM and UPP in that adult bucket and still have no income, that does occur. 

Brian Roach stated I can clarify the people on that zero percent line, are definitely enrolled in the Adult Expansion.  If your question is 
whether or not they may also be eligible for TAM or whether they may move to that program Jeff can answer that. 

Courtney Bullard asked if there might be some overlap, that maybe we don’t know about. 

Emma Chacon mentioned that DWS and DOH have had discussions about where someone could qualify for TAM, because of the of 
the 12-month continuous eligibility, and zero limited income benefit.  There could be some overlap.  We have had discussions about 
keeping our eyes open for individuals who look like they could be TAM eligible, and getting them to that right category of aid. 



 

Muris Prses stated that when that conversation continues, how do we deal with all these issues post pandemic? I think we are making 
progress, but these are all things we have to worry about when that date finally comes.  

Jessie Mandle asked Muris do we know how many individuals we can do an ex-parte review on?  And how does that effect the 
numbers that Jeff shared on having completing renewals. 

Jeff Nelson mentioned that one of the groups we do a better job with ex-parte reviews is our Aged, Blind and Disabled group. 
Historically we have done a better job in that particular area with ex-parte renewals, because the income is more steady than other 
areas.  In our meeting today, we discussed some areas where we can target our resources early, there are probably some children 
that belong in the CHIP program, so that is a group we can focus on, another group mentioned was when we receive an alert that a 
member’s income has changed, maybe it has been 9-months since that has occurred, we could do an ex-parte review.  So, those are 
just a few of the groups we are thinking about targeting to get those cases renewed earlier, to try to get as many as we can out of that 
large traffic jam that is headed our way when the PHE ends. 

Stephanie Burdick asked can we use mapping tool, such as School District?  

Jeff Nelson mentioned we don’t have that mapping capabilities right now, that doesn’t mean that we won’t by the time the PHE ends.    
It has taken us a while to get our first report of how many cases we are actually holding open, we will be looking at the numbers we 
have and what is missing and why we think that case has closed: 1) the review has not been completed during the last several months, 
2) we don’t have verifications turned into us that we have asked for.  That is fairly well in line with the eligibility realm anyways, so 
that seems to make sense to us.  Also, on this report there were some CHIP cases that we need to address that we did not expect to 
see.  We also talked about how and where do we share those numbers, more discussion to come on this, so you can see what 
progress we are making. 

Muris Prses stated that the DWS conducts roughly about 30% ex-parte cases in any given month. 

Jeff Nelson stated that ex-parte means that a State agency acting on the information that we have access too, to try to renew the case 
for typically another 12-months, then we send out a notice to the person or family to let them know that we did that.  So, it is a less 
active participation type of review where the State is initiating the review.  It can be successful if we have all the information, the 
trouble is, we don’t always have all the information. 

State Department Consolidation Update: 
Emma Chacon gave an update on the State Agency Consolidation  
https://sites.google.com/utah.gov/hhsplan/home 
 
Emma Chacon mentioned that the workgroups have been working on a proposed organization of programs and functions.  The chart 
that both departments have put together is focused on what programs seem to fit best to work together, and what infrastructure 
pieces from both departments need to fit together to support the needs of the new department, right now we have been going 
through and gathering feedback from both management departments.  The intent is to share this by July 19th and to have additional 
discussions with stakeholders.  I believe there is going to be a larger stakeholder meeting on July 22nd.   The steering committee will 
take all the feedback from stakeholders and others with the goal of finalizing this organizational chart by August 7th 
 
Nate Checketts mentioned that we are looking for public feedback until July 30th.  As Emma mentioned we are moving towards 
creating a more finalized version of it by August 7th, but that we’re requesting any input until the 30th.  The feedback we are looking 
for is if you notice how we have proposed to organize ourselves, and if you think that the organization could create a disruption in 
services or make services more difficult for individuals, we want to hear those friction points and have a chance to think through those 
to see how we might address that.  We obviously are crafting this the best way that will help to reduce as many friction points as 
possible, but knowing that no organizational structure is going to eliminate all of them, so we are welcoming comments to navigate 
this process. 
 
Emma Chacon stated we have to land somewhere on the organizational changes so we can move forward with additional pieces of 
this project such as identifying statutory and finance changes that need to be made.  
 
 In terms of the workgroups we had initially 8-9, workgroups that were focused on areas that could get some things addressed, those 
workgroups will continue to work through the process until we complete the report that needs to be submitted to the legislature on 

https://sites.google.com/utah.gov/hhsplan/home


 

December 1st.  In August we will start setting up some new workgroups that will focus more on in the weed’s implementation, 
probably more along the lines of what this new organizational chart looks like.   
 
In terms of Department of Workforce Services, we did receive feedback from CMS on three areas that were identified to be 
transferred to Department of Workforce Services. CMS said that the single State agency has to retain responsibility for policy.  So, this 
cannot be transferred to DWS.  However, CMS says it is okay to move the MEQC (Medicaid Eligibility Quality Control) which is an 
auditing function, as long as it is not directly part of the Eligibility Services division.  The plan is to move MEQC with DWS Internal 
Audit.  CMS was okay with changes to our administrative hearing process which eliminates the superior agency review process. 
However, UDOH can still appeal a decision through the DWS appeal process, or ultimately any parties to the decision can always file 
an action with the District Court.   
 

Voting Results for the FY2023 Budget Recommendations: 

MCAC FY2023 Budget 
Recommendations Fin    
 

Director’s Report: 
Emma Chacon discussed Medicaid Focus Groups, Medicaid Policies, and Medicaid Vaccination. 
 
Medicaid Focus Groups: 
Emma Chacon mentioned that they received the report from Lighthouse and will share the information at the August MCAC meeting. 
 

Medicaid Policies: 
Emma Chacon mentioned that there were no major policy changes.   

• Currently working through the SPA’s already submitted to CMS.   
• Implementation soft messaging for individuals who are opioid naïve.    
• Statewide provider training on August 17-25, 2021. 
• Implemented InterQual Transparency Tool-providers can go in and see if a prior authorization is required for certain covered 

services.   
• Effective July 1, 2021, the School Based Skills Development Program will change to a cost-based payment model for both 

direct care services and administrative claiming. 
 

https://medicaid.utah.gov/medicaid-information-bulletins/ 
 
Medicaid Vaccine 
Brian Roach gave an update on Medicaid Vaccine 
First dose rate: Adults 41%, Statewide rate 65%.  Approximately 3,000 members have received first dose after our outreach efforts, 
gap still exist. 
 
Jesse Mandle asked if that is for 12 and above 
 
Brian Roach stated the number I gave is for 18+.  First dose for 12 and above 36.5%  
 

Adjourn 
Meeting was adjourned at 3:09pm.   The next meeting is scheduled for August 19, 2021 2:00-4:00 p.m. 

https://medicaid.utah.gov/medicaid-information-bulletins/
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